
Layout Guide
Car Lives!



Brushes

Jonathans_Tools.tpl

- Rounded Erasor
- Just Add Water Blender
- Rounded Airbrush 
- And More

Megapack.abr

- Inkbox
-Kyle’s Inkbox Belgian Comics
-Kyle’s Inkbox Fountania

- FX Box
- Kyle’s FX box add grain

-And More 

Concept

- Tree Bark
- And More



Make sure you are 
working in 300 dpi 
in 1920x1080



Put in storyboard and lower 
opacity so you never confuse 
it for the Rendering



• These backgrounds should be lineless but it’s okay to 
use them in the beginning if you are trying to figure out 
how to separate the colors

I will usually use the inkbox tools for 
linework and just hold shift and tap or 
click to another point, that way I can 
vary the linework



Start dot was added on left, and then held shift and put 
finishing dot on the right, which then creates line

Example, of just holding shift and drawing a straight line



Use our references in the Drive when 
doing the work.
Scott Wills and Maurice Noble are major 
influences, especially Scott Wills from 
Samurai Jack.



Also use the colorscript as a reference for color. The Sky should be blue 
at the top but yellow on the bottom. The mountains are like a brownish 

red. We want the beginnings scenes to have a sense of heat.



Sky should be light but have some 
saturation on top and near the middle, 

just like this references



• When putting color on, make sure you are using the atmospheric 
perspective method of making colors lighter when farther and darker 
when closer when dealing with objects that are so spread a part. Also 
once done with adding color, go back and make sure they are sharp and 
that there are no organic parts and gaps.

Gaps Sharp

• Each Mountain that is a different color is 
it’s own Layer. 



• When doing colors make sure you 
utilize groups and layers. For 

example, the highway system that is 
above ground, I made a group for it 

called “Road Above” and it has three 
main layers “Road Color Front, Road 
Color Middle and Road Color Back” 
Each of those layers have a clipping 
masks called bottom, which is just 

the bottom shading for the roads. To 
us clipping masks just do “alt + click” 

on a layer. I usually use clipping 
masks to add shading or textures to 

an object that way I can just 
manipulate those textures and 
shades and not the base layer.



For clouds, I will utilize 
one of the inkbrushes to 
create the linework for it, 
and then use the magic 
marker tool to select the 
inside of the cloud and 
then use the paint bucket 
tool to fill it white. Then 
use the magic marker tool 
to select everything 
outside the cloud, right 
click and click inverse, in 
order to actually select
everything outside of the 
filled cloud and then erase 
the linework. 



For the sky make sure 
to use the gradient tool, 
lower part light, and 
higher centered part 
more dark or saturated. 
I’ll use the rounded 
eraser to be creative 
and make other parts of 
sky lighter.  Clouds will 
be sharp and mountain 
like. Make white and 
then later erase gently 
to give it a sense of 
shadow using the 
rounded eraser tool.



For the road I used the FX 
Grain tool and lowered 
the opacity to give it a 
road like texture. Also I 
used an inkbrush tool and 
shift key to create the 
yellow line on the road. 
The yellow line is a 
sublayer that way I can 
easily erase or manipulate 
it without having to effect
the road.



Utilize the fx add grain tool to make things more lighter and foggy in the back. I separated the 
mountains into numbers. The front mountains are 3-5 and the farther back ones are 0-2. There is a 
lighter layer, that has the grain on it, in the middle that way it only effects the farther back 
mountains and everything behind it. In photoshop everything in front is on top in the layer 
window and everything in back is in the bottom of the layer window.



Create cracks and 
corners with the 
mountains to 
create a sense of 
form and depth. 
Utilize inkbrush 
tool and shift key. 
You can lower the 
opacity  if you 
want so you can 
see the cracks 
better when 
putting them on. 
Utilize the 
clipping masks 
when making 
cracks on 
mountains.



Use the treebark tool 
in concepts to create 
the dirty rockiness 
patches on the 
mountains. Lower the 
opacity of them so 
that they blend with 
the mountain. Use 
clipping masks to 
create them on a 
mountain and if the 
mountain is farther 
away of course then 
the texture should be 
lighter as well



Sometimes its cool to have fun with effects. I used the round brush 
to add a bit of yellow light to the mountains since the sun is 

technically in front. And then used the add water blender to blend 
it in

Brush of light Blend



It’s okay to cheat lol! Use the curves tool to add more saturation 
and heat. Just go to the bottom of the layer window where it 
says adjustment layer, press curves. Then for the RGB curve 
(grey one) make an S curve like the one on the right. Then click 
the down arrow on the RGB slot and go to RED. Bring up the red 
curve so it looks like the one on the right.



It’s okay to go 
back and put 
some tweaks. Add 
more lines and 
corners on the 
mountains to 
great more depth 
and form. Maybe 
wants to add 
more red or 
lighting.
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